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Student
accused
of sexual
assault
nolo~er
enrollea
BYANDY BENSON
Editor-in-Chief
Eric Turner, the Keith Stein
Blue Thunder Marching Band
member accused by another student of sexual assault
during a band trip, is no longer enrolled at Boise State
University.
The Registrar's
Office confirmed that Turner's
enrollment ended' on Jan. 26,
but would not verify whether
Turner voluntarily dropped his
classes or was expelle ..d as a result of the allegations .. Turner
refused to comment and a
message left with his attorney,
Matt Bohn, was notre turned.
Blain Eckles, conduct officer for Boise State's Student
Conduct
Program,. said he
could not' discuss any disclplinary
actions
regarding

Turner - or even confirm that
the allegations had been addressed by the code of conduct
process.
Students found responsible for violating the student code of conduct can face
expulsion from the university
and barred from re-enrollment
for future terms. Expulsion is
the stiffest saction in the code
of conduct.
Turner still faces battery
charges as a result of an investigation by the Ada County
Sheriffs Office.
A pre-trial
hearing will be held on Mar.
3 at 2: 15 p.m, and a Jury trial,
if necessary, will take place
on Mar. 26 at 8:30 a.m, Judge
Thomas
,Morden,
Fourth
Judicial . District
magistrate
judge, will preside over both
proceedings, if necessary.

Anti-sexism
activistto
lecture at
Boise tate
BY GRETA KRANZ
News Editor
On Tues., Feb. 10, nationally
. recognized
and
renowned
anti-sexism
male
activist Jackson Katz will present his lecture "More Than
a Few Good Men: A Lecture
on American Manhood and
Violence AgainstWomen," and
will as host a men-only workshop entitled, "Men Ending
Violence." Katz is the founder
and director ofMVP Strategies,
an organization that specifically addresses the need to prevent gender violence by pro-,
viding education to men across
Jackson Katz
i
. the country. Additionally, Katz
i
directs a gender violence pre- . the need to end male aggresvention program' within the
sion towards women from the
I
United States Marme Corps" unique perspective of under,
the only program of its kind in standing what it means to be
the U.S. military. For the past
a man in the current U.S. cuij
six years, he has also conductture.
'
ed a program of violence pre"The key ...is that we don't
vention for the New Engiand
focus on ...men as perpetrators
Patriots franchise.
Katz fre- and women as victims. We .fo1
-'- qu.en.tly I.e.
ctures at co..lleges,cuson
all bystanders ...what
high schools and bus~esses
can those of us who atenotdlacross the country and IS the
rectly involved in the ...abusive·
creator of three educational
behavior do to interrupt it, to '
videos-on the topic of gender, confront it or to support the
issues. Katz has also published
people who need.thesup~rt
,numerous articles on.the topic
Rather than . the' status quo,
soC manhood; violence and
which for a lot~eopl~is,
:l,t's
. __ . gender..!!..qu~~ty'hln"
, none of my~~usmess. or 191
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Student Fish Davidson enjoys a smoke break outside tho Business building as "Ciggy Buttz", the new mascot for the Boise State Health and Wellness center's
campaign. passes out infonnational pamphlets.

"CIGGY BUTTZ" CAMPAIGN
AIMS FOR AWARENESS
BY MONICA PRICE
News Reporter

f U.S. SMOKING S,'I'ATS
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Berg, Health Promotion and
Prevention Services coordina-

25.6milLll1en~moke ' ; . to~osters, ads and a life-sized
! o2?6micll{womensmoke •.j ~~~~fB~~~"a:~~~:ssar~a~
loSmo~ing-.;,rela~d·"l
paign. "CiggyButtz" will appear
ldiseasacostUiS.$150,1
in person to hand out humor-

vices that are available both on
campus ... and also in the community," Berg added.
"There is still a lot of room
with the policy for people to
have choice ... here on campus,
I think what this policy does
though is provide an opportunityfor people that are nonsmokers not to be exposed to
secondhand smoke," said Berg.
According to the American
Lung Association, secondhand
smoke leads to 35,000 deaths
per year from' heart disease in
non-smokers.
While there has been talk of
making campus smoke-free in
the' future, BSU is not moving
in that direction at this time.
"That, in my opinion, would
really need to be student ... and
faculty driven," Berg said.
However, ASBSU is considering
a smoke-free campus
policy which would establish
'smoking corridors on campus.
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BSU's smoking policy. Health'

mentation of the "Ciggy Buttz"
campaign. In addition, The
Central Health District granted $15,000 to the Boise State
University
Health, Wellness
and Counseling Services and
the Center for Health Policy to
implement and evaluate the
"Ciggy Buttz" campaign. The
program was adapted from
a California University campaign and tailored for the BSU
campus.
BoiseState's smoking policy
states that one entrance of each
university building shall be

0

able upon request. "It's kind
designated as smoke-free and
of a gentler way of approaching
that smoking shall be prohibthe subject with folks ... noninlted within 30 feet of said envasive yet getting our message
trance. In addition, smoking is across," Berg said.
not permitted within the buildIt is not the goal of the camings themselves. The "Ciggy paign to force people to quit,
Buttz" campaign is designed to only to provide them with suppromote awareness and comport if they choose to do so, as
pliance with this policy.
well as to make BSU's policy
"We do have smoke-free en-common
knowledge
trances that are marked very
"It's
always
a person's
clearly with a no smoking
choice ... but if that person is
sign .. .it's not all entrances,
thinking about quitting, or rebut the ones that are labeled
ally wants to quit, we want to
smoke-free,"
said Christina
make them aware of the ser-

Broncos win game, lose Blackburn
Crucial player out indefinitely with dislocated shoulder
BY MANDYDANCER
Sports Reporter
The men's basketball team
suffered a disappointing
setback Saturday, losing a key
player to. a dislocated shoulder, after he was intentionally
fouled. However, the Broncos,
who have enjoyed one of their
most solid performances in the
past20 years, still plan to finish
the season strong as they eye
the WAC Championship to be
held at Fresno in March.

Jermaine Blackburn to step it
Coming off of a 73-62 win
against Tulsa Thursday night,
up for the team.
the Broncos added to their
Both Haynes and Blackburn
home court winning streak
led the Broncos scoring with 22
when they defeated the Rice points each. Teammates Jason
Owls 80-69 Saturday afternoon,
Ellis, Booker Nabors and Coby
putting them at 14-7· overall
Karl also contributed with 10
and 6-5 in the Western Athletic
points a piece.
Conference.
"We had five guys score in
The Broncos started off slow, 'double
digits tonight," said
as Rice took a 7-0 lead in the -h~~d coach Greg Graham.·
"
first few minutes of play, .but it
Unfortunately, ~,nlytwo othdidn't take long for players like er players scored, he. added.
"I'd like to see some more guys
senior Aaron Haynes and junior

' RSO· 80
8IC£·69
scoring. "
Although some of the players
didn't contribute
offensively,
the team dominated
in defense. They came out in a full
court press at the start of the
game. causing the Rice Owls to
turnover almost immediately.
The Broncos continued to play
strong defense throughout the
game, surprislng Rice.
"We've been playing and

Sheriff s office re-iterates
importance of traffic laws
.

~

BY JOY FUGATE
News Reporter

.

the uncertainty of the situaneeds. The posted speed limit
tion may leave one ...unsettIed.
on Campus Lane is 15 M.P.H.,
What happens next is not comso. reason would' suggest that
Everyone here at BSU is afpletely up to the person pulled
the speed lirnitsin the parkfected in some way' by traffic,
over, but having a .working
ing lots would be lower than.. .'
both vehicular and pedestrian.
knowledge of tile laws and how
that "No'tietheless; drivers can'
However, that may not mean
they apply can help.
be cited forretkiessne$'atiiri.Yi,;:,~t-ati
everyone.is totallyclearabout
;
Deputy Stercks of the Adaspeed"d~pendingpn,ilie~.n.::.":'"
all traffic1awsat Boise State: Is
County Sheriffs Office had'- ditlons of the. weather.'prt;).
there a speed limit in the park- 'never heard of any budgetary
imity of, pedestrianso1:t'~)::
ing lots? What is it and is~t r~reason for - or against-, jiarkllidewalks,.;andtheQeai1l
ularly enforcetl?ls there s()i:pe; ing lot speed' enforcement,
buil~gs~rIDi~ce'
. budgeta.ryl'easolifact(l~giri:toStercks.
the laws enforced atti0IllltYobject5:'9
the ansWer?,
Y.:,-"',
llSlJ are state codes, because .ute to Yield '~Jhe
. In: the.ininds,of.t'i1osipi~opte,:-:technicallyit;isprivate
prop.~eanbeaconsider·
enforcement:oC,~c.·I~·/ei1ythatisopentothepllbn('~·.
Dep~tySte~,
..
maybeatake·tt'Orl~e4till~''fhelegislat\Jre
Passes the Iawsspe,edaIld.;mll,tt(ID
sue. ,That, howeveri'tfuing~
·.. that. becom~statecOf.1es,',s,o·beel1the~t;~~
when.one
sees, theDlishtng
'ifadditionsorcl1angesneed,eral
recentaccl~
_ Ii~
.l.n~~e.~ell£ vi~tnir.:
..t~Lbe~made!....the.
atil:re':~€:ally.
in;weJas
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DR. ~ECATEttR REED
Legal CoIWnn1st

'~'. 20 workweekll in the current or·
',preceding
calendar year.
l
The FMlA applies to all pubMargo has beeJ worldngfull~
Iic employers. ThIs includes all
time. fot the past 3 years at a federal. state. and locakgovernlarge private corporation. Last ments and. agencies, as well as .
weekend, . Beatrice
(Margo's
public and private educational
mother) called with the terrible
employers. There is no mininews that she was diagnosed
mum number of employees rewith cancer .. The disease had
quired for public employers.
advanced to the- stage that it
An employee is eligible for
was considered inoperable and
FMIA benefits under certain
terminal. It was estimated that
circumstances.
First, the emBeatrice had less than 6 months
ployee must work for a prito live and the final 2 months
vate or public employer who is
Donate Plasma at
would likely be so debilitating
subject to the Act. Second. the
BiomatUSA
that Beatrice would have great
employee must work at a work,
difficulty caring for herself, M place that is within 75 miles of
Earn $50 the first week
to be expected, Margo was devthe location that the employer
and $150 per month.
astated by the news. Once she
employs 50 or more employees.
pulled herself together, Margo
Third. the employee must have
Tue-Sat: 9:00 - 5:30
decided that she wanted to take
worked at least 12 months for
some time off work to care for .the employer, but this need not
I
4017 Overland Rd
her mother and wants to know
be consecutive months. And
Biornat USA, Inc.
Boise, ID 83705
. what she is eligible for under
fourth, the employee must have
caring for people's health
the law.
worked a minimum of 1,250
The Family and Medical Leave hours during the preceding 12
Act (FMIA) became federal law months before leave is to begin.
in 1993. The law was enacted
If both the employer and emin response to societal interest
ployee qualify, the FMIA enin giving employees protection
tides an employee to take up to
from losing their job when it is 12 weeks ofleave during any 12necessary to balance work and
month period with job protecfamily responsibilities. It also
tion for qualifying events. Such
seeks to accommodate the le- events are for the purposes of
gitimate interests of employers
caring for the employee's own
and promotes equal employ-·
serious health condition (not
ment opportunity for women
ordinary illnesses), for the care
and men. In order for the FMIA
of an immediate family memto apply, both the employer and
ber (spouse, child, parent) with
"
'.
' .
.
, .•..
·".·L,',
employee must qualify.
a serious health condition, for
. valic;ithrough February:: (20Sfil29-0600
The FMIA applies to private
the birth and care of an ememployers wider certain cir- ployee's child, or for the adopcumstances. First, the employer
don or foster care placement of
RAM· PLAZA 5~O Broadway Ste 110. Boise, ID 83712
must be engaged in interstate
a chUd with the employee. The
commerce ..or be engaged In an
employee is required to give the
GlJTS -".STYLE"~" - GOtOR HIGHl.IGH1S
industry or activity that affects
employer 30 days notice before
~'"'~
,-,,)
interstate commerce. Second,
taking leave, as much notice as
the employer must have 50 or is practicable, or notice as soon
V' books V' stones V' Jewelry V' candles V' more employees for each work- as possible If the leave is unforeing day during (at minimum)
seeable.
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Traffic
from page 1

drivers disregarded these basic
principles.
Sergeant Olsen is the officer
in charge at the Ada County
Sheriffs BSU substation. His
input verified Stercks' information, and he added that additional statufes could be applied to vehicles seen .by patrol
offices entering or leaving Boise

State on public roadways. Also,
Attempts To Locate (ATL's) regarding a specific vehicle referred by other law enforcement
agencies would apply on campus roadways, since the driver
would have already aroused law
enforcement's interest.
Sometimes, how laws are enforced depends on the people
charged with enforcing them.
These work groups can consist
of police, Ada County deputies,
county and state prosecutors,
court personnel, attoniies and
judges. For the vast majority

·Call for more

.<;,',:.: ":' ..',"

,,;,-

The full 12 weeks of leave
tent to return to work, and a "fit
need not be taken continuously
for duty" certification prior to
and can be taken in incremental
returning to work Inappropri~
periods: However. such interate clrcumstances. At the end of
mittent leave becomes subject
the leave. the employee is entito limited employer approval.
tled to be reinstated to the same
except. for serious health conor equivalent posltlon, with the
ditions. The employee's leave is same level of benefits that existunpaid under the FMLA, but an
ed prior to the leave.
employer can voluntarily elect
Each employer subject to the
to have a paid leave benefit.
FMIA must maintain a posting
During the employee's leave,
of the Act's provisions. It must
the employer is required to be in a conspicuous place for
maintain the employee's health
employees to read. Failure to
benefits at the same level and
comply with this requirement
in the same manner as if the
may subject the employer to a
employee did not take leave,
civil penalty not to exceed $100
but the Employee Retirement
for each separate offense. If a
Income Security Act (ERISA) significant number of employallows the employer to disconees are not literate in English,
tinue health benefits lf the emthe employer is responsible for
ployee fails to pay their portion
posting the Act's provisions in
of the premium. No other benthe language that the employefit may accrue to the employee
ees are literate.
during the leave (i.e., seniorIndividual
states can enIty, time in service, vacation,
act .laws that give employees
etc.i, An employer has the opgreater benefits than those altion of requiring the employee
lowed under the FMIA, but
to use any accrued paid leave
not lesser benefits. State laws
(vacation/sick/personal
time)
that grant increased employee
before the use of unpaid FMIA
benefits require employers to
leave, If eligible spouses work
comply with the law that grants
for the same employer, only
the greatest benefit to the emone 12 week benefit period is ployee. Complaints for violaavailable between the spoustions of the FMIA are filed with
es for the birth and care of an
the Wage and Hour Division
employee's child, for the adopof the Employment Standards
tion or foster care placement of Administration
of the U.S.
a child with the employee, or for Department of Labor, or private
the care of a parent with a serilawsuits can be brought in fedous health condition. Any other
eral court.
qualifying event allows each
Submit your legal questions to
spouse up to 12 weeks ofleave.
dreed@bolsestate.edu
Employers have the right to
Viis article Is Intended as a general
review Of various legal Issues, It sbould
require the employee to supply
not
be relied upon as a substitute for
medical documentation
vericomptehensiue legal advice, The tnforfying the purpose of the leave.
mation contained In this article Is strictly
Employers may mandate that
the opinion of the author and not necessarily the formal position of Boise State
the employee supply periodic
Uniuersity or The Arbiter.
reports during the leave as to
the employee's status, their in-

that their main concern is for
of uncomplicated traffic viola:
tions, drivers see the error, of . student and driver safety. As
far as enforcing laws relating
their ways and simply mail the
to parking lots, it would seem
fine to the address on the back
to be a matter best resolved by
of the ticket. Many times, when
remembering that each driver
an officer pulls a vehicle over,
signed a contract to observe
the driver is simply informed
all state laws relating to driving
that a light may be out, a regIstration tag is expired or that a whentheir license was issued.
minor infraction has occurred.
Other times, a simple traffic
stop reveals that other, more
serious, crimes have been committed.
The message that from these
law enforcement' officers was
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Gray wolves: A· necessary role In
Idahos wildlife and ecosystem

$5 Vodka Doubles

J

BYMICHEllE SELLS

In April of 2003, the Idaho
State Legislature passed a bill
to allow the state to participate
'Since 1995, the states of in wolf management
USFWS,
Idaho, Wyoming and-Montana
Idaho's Department ofFish and
, have been part of a unique ex- Game, The Nez Pierce tribe and
periment, the re-introductjpn
the Governor's Office of Species
of wolves into the ecosystem.
Conservation now jointly manNearly a decade after the start of age the State of Idaho's Wolf
this program, passions on both
Conservation and Management
sides of this issue continues to
Plan. And, while the wolves
rage. As an outdoor enthusiast
have been removed from the
and an Idaho resident, I, too,
endangered
species list, very
have been on the receiving end
little has changed in regards to
of another person's wrath re- their management as they are
garding this issue. Due to this,
still considered a threatened
I decided to do some research
population and are primarily
and try to discern fact from fic- managed by the USFWS and the
tion.
Nez Perce. The de-listing proLet us start at the beginning.
cess itself will be complete when
One hundred years ago, wolves
Idaho, Montana and Wyoming
flourished throughout the west- . all provide management plans
ern states - as they had for that guarantee a healthy, viable
thousands of years, But, when
population across the borders
of all three states. As it stands
pioneers began to settle the
now, Idaho and Montana have
west, wolves were seen as a serious threat to' livestock and a both provided plans that have
hindrance to a new way of life. been accepted by the USFWS.
On the other hand, Wyoming's
As a result, the stage for eradicaplan was rejected by the USFWS
tion had been set. Farmers and
ranchers went about the task of despite the fact that Wyoming
has agreed to the well-defined
protecting their livelihood and
management plans set forth by
thousands of wolves were elimithe USFWS. The reasoning for
nated from the ecosystem.
the rejection of their plan, howBy 1974, public opinion had
ever, is a simple one: Wyoming
been swayed to the side of conservation, and the federal gov- has given the wolf the designaernment placed the gray wolf tion of a "predator." This designation, according to a new statunder the protective umbrella
of the Endangered Species Act. ute passed in Wyoming, allows
for the killing of wolves found
By the late 1970's, a population
outside wilderness areas, or on
of wolves 'crossed the border
private or public lands. The fear
from Canada into Montana and
is that this designation will not
established a permanent settleeffectively protect the wolves,
mentthere.
so and that a healthy populaIn 1995, the federal government took further measures to' tion may not be maintained due
restore the wolf population to to the designation.
Nonetheless,
once de-listits original numbers, and being is complete, it is very likely
gan the re-introduction
prothatwolves will be managed in
cess. The State of Idaho balked
a manner similar to the current
at what it considered the federal
government's intrusion into a black bear and cougar management. At that time, regulated
state's right issue and the Idaho
wolf harvest will help to reduce
State Legislature chose to strictproblems with livestock, as well
1y limit the Idaho Department
as guarantee a balance between
of Fish and Game's' involvewolf and prey. Also, I suspect
ment. However, the U.S. Fish
that the sportsmen who have
and Wildlife Service remained
been so vocal in their concerns
undeterred by this effort and
about the wolf population will
contracted willi the Nez Perce
Tribe for management of wolf also be happier as they will have
the opportunity to bag this anirecovery in Idaho.
mal as a big game trophy.
In 1996, twenty wolves were
As I said before, I have been
released into the Idaho wild and
since their re-introductlon - and " on the receiving end of the passion that the wolf topic incites.
despite the problems encountered - have flourished. By 2003" As it stands now, sporrsmen and
ranchers all still see the wolf as a
the wolf population had grown
to 362 total wolves including 25 threat to their way of life.
I wanted to find a reliable
verified breeding pairs and 33
packs. The habitation range of source to question about these
concerns, so I contacted Curt
these animals is enormous and
Mack, gray wolf recovery coorruns from the Canadian border
dinator for the Nez Perce tribe.
south to 1-84, an area that encompasses three quarters of the , I asked him about the concerns
that certain groups had about
entire state.
sharing the deer and elk popuIn 2002, the wolf population
lation with the wolves.
had reached the federally man"Idaho has an excellent endated recovery goal of 30 breedfor wolves, there
ing pairs within the states of vironment
are thousands of acres of wilIdaho, Montana and Wyoming
derness available. A wolf pack
"and the USFWS began the prorange can be several hundred
"
cess of de-listing the wolves.
Outdoor Columnist

Katz

they haven't themselves been
directly effected ...then with the
threat of men's violence and the
fear of men's violence on a daily
basis'."
Mr. Katz also spoke oftrying to
create truly preventative measures to end violence against
women, saying, "When it comes
to the issues of sexual assault,
rape, battering andrelationship
violence mostly what passes for
prevention ...is really risk reduction. Women are taught how to
avoid being assaulted or how to
reduce the risk of being raped,
but ...true prevention
means
going to the source of the problem. The s.ource of the problem
is not women. The source of the
problem is men's behavior and
if we don't engage men directly
and ask questions like, 'Why do
so many men assault women?
What is going on with men?'
Instead of asking, 'Why does
she stay with him?' ...'Why did
she go back to his hotel room at
11 o'clock at night?' Why don't

from page 1

not going to get involved'. What
MVP [does isl try to change
the climate ...the peer culture I
climate that allows the abuse to
take place ...! think that a lot of
people are uncomfortable with
the behavior of some of our
peers, but very few of us - for
any number of reasons - have
actually spoken up about it and
MVP tries to counter-act that."
Regarding
his
men-only
workshop, Mr. Katz addressed
the reasons that men should,
in fact, be concerned with violence against women, and added, "...When we go into a room
full of men, we don't go in with
our fingers pointed, like, 'You
guys ...better listen up'. Instead,
we say, 'Come on, guys. The
women and girls that we care
about have to live with an incredible level of violence either
occurring in their life ...Or,if

square miles and in that area
.there may be as many as two
thousand elk, the wolf s primary
food source," Mack said.
"'" pack can range in size from
two animals to 10 and wolves
don't generally make a kill everyday. Hunting is often hit-ormiss, and a pack might not feed
for days at a time. After nine
years, we have seen no great
impact by the wolves on the elk
population."
Mack went on to say that this
doesn't mean there has been no
impact - only that it has been
minimal.
Mack also explained that
ranchers currently have the legal right to destroy a wolf in the
process of killing livestock and
'that ranchers have recourse if
depredation to their herd by
wolves occur. First, a rancher
would have to contact IDFG to
verify that it is a wolf kill. Once
verified, the rancher would be
compensated from a fund set
up by a conservation group.
Wolves who are a problem to
ranchers face a multitude of
tactics aimed at discouraging
contact between the wolves and
livestock. These methods have
included non-lethal measures,
such as rubber bullets and relocation but if a pack continues
to be a problem, the animals are
eventually destroyed.
When asked what the most
challenging part of his job was
and Mack responded by saying,
"Recovering wolves wasn't that
much of a biologic challenge ...
the challenging part of my job
has been addressing the social
concerns that people have with
wolves."
It is these social issues that are
at the heart of passion involved
with the wolves. Ranchers want
to protect their livelihood and
way of life, sportsmen want to
protect their game populations,
other people are afraid of these
animals and some are angry at
what they perceive to be a violation of a state's rights.
It is due to all these issues that
for, nearly one hundred years,
these animals have been portrayed in a negative light and for
that reason, it seems that there
is still work to be done to educate people. It seems unlikely
that wolves can be all good or
all bad and for that reason, we
must find a way to live with and
understand them.
I personally believe that there
is room in our environment
for the wolves. I know from my
conversations with others that
the adjustment
hasn't been
easy, but the choice has been
and I believe that with committed individuals like Curt Mack
involved, the adjustment will be
successful.

we say, 'Why did he rape her
in his hotel room at 11 o'clock
at night?' Until we ask those
kind of questions and until we
shine ilie critical spotlight on
men and men's attitudes and
behavior, we're not really doing prevention ...I mean, a lot of
people iliink that rape is a women's issue ...[that it is anI important issue, but a women's issue.'
They just think it is almqst synonymous' [rape and women's
issues], but ...over 99 percent of
rape is perpetrated by men ...so
it is not just a women's issue ..."
Katz will continue to discuss'
these topics, as well as present
his men-only workshop, Feb.
10. The workshop is scheduled from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in
the Jordan A ballroom of the
Student Union Building.
His
lecture "More ThanA Few Good
Men," is scheduled for 7 p.m.
that evening. Tickets are available at The Women's Center.
For more information, please
contact 426·4259.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication. Please submit letters to the editor to
editor@arbiteronline.ciJm and include name, contact number and standing at BoiseState University. Letters
may be subject to editing. The Arbiter cannot verifythe accuracy of statements made in letters to the editor;
they reflect the opinion of the writer. Readers may also post their comments at www.arbiteronline.com

Sex column divisive, even
among Arbiter staff
While I strongly support the
freedom of speech and the
open discussion
of various
opinions and aspects of life,
r feel strongly that the inclusion of topics such as the one
discussed by 'Dr. Drew' in last
Monday's O-Zone column is
inappropriate
for publication
in a student newspaper. While
the subject of sexuality is something that should be discussed,
it needs to take place in the
proper time and environment.
The student-funded
newspaper is not one of them.
My concern therefore is not
merely with the subject matter,
but additionally with the use
of student fees to provide such
reading. What percentage of
the student body is interested
in having the personal sexual
habits of their fellow students
printed in a Citywide publica'
tion? Is it a large enough group
to warrant such material? I
highly doubt it.
This, however, is not a financial matter alone. As the
distribution of sexually related
information continues to grow
in various forms, we find ourselves creating new definitions
for old terms. I'm thinking speclfically of sexual harassment
and where we must draw the
line. In a recent article to The
Arbiter, President Bob Kustra
referred to Boise State as "an
institution dedicated to fostering an atmosphere of respect
and Civility...' which .....will
not tolerate
sexual harassment or sexual assault of any
kind." Sexual harassment
is
more than unwarranted physical contact or verbal abuse. It

can come in many forms, one
of them being in what we read.
For many, the article giving instructions on performing anal
sex was interesting or funny,
perhaps even informative. But
for many others, myself included, it was an unwanted intrusion to my reading. It was an
'assault' that I paid for with my
student fees.
If Pres. Kustra truly wants
this campus to be free from
sexual assault and harassment,
the standards of our students
must be raised to a level of respect for each other in every
way. We must be respectful of
others beliefs. That includes
more than respect for untraditional behavior. It also requires
a respect for those who believe
in a more conservative way.
Freedom of speech can just as
easily be termed "responsibility of speech" and it is essential
as the rising generation that we
are to maintain an understanding and respect on both sides.
The Arbiter has a vital role to
playas mediator between the
campus
many philosophies
and has also an opportunity to
raise the bar of news reporting.
. As an employee of the Arbiter,
I apologize to those who were
offended by the article in question. My hope is that future Issues will be more respectful
and sensitive to the ideologies
of Boise State's students.
David Habben
BSU Student and Arbiter assistant
production manager

Former administrator
straightens the record
Dear Editor,

I was surprised by and appreciated The Arbiter's interest in my employment status.
Having served as a member
of the Publications Board for
at least 10 of my 17 years in
Student Affairs, I am aware of
The Arbiter's unique role in reporting occurrences at the university. Crisp editing and deadline pressures sometimes result
in the omission of responses
that need to be voiced. It is important to me to share these
thoughts.
I tried to make it clear that it
has been a wonderful and fulfilling experience to work with
student leaders, staff, and faculty in out-of-the-classroom
activities and .the improved
delivery of student services.
I indicated that during that
time I worked with students,
their leadership, and commitment to Boise State had expanded the Union, created the
Volunteer Services Board, built
the Children's Center, and supported Kevin Israel's work to
make the Recreation Center
a reality. The article gives me
more credit" for my contribution than is necessary or accurate. I may have tormented a
few Arbiter editors '- that might
be accurate.
To all my friends and colleagues, I gained in knowledge
and fulfillment far more than I
may have contributed. Above
all else, I treasure the students
that I have met and worked
with; the quality of those relationships has been priceless.
The opportunities to meet and
appreciate faculty while working on various programs, projects, and advisory boards has
helped me to realize their exceptional character and dedication to teach well and do the

The Arbiter

Last week, Esther Tolson Illuminated for us
what one state senator is trying to legislate
through his ban on public smoking in Idaho.
Prohibitive smoking policies are not only becoming a trend among states, but also seem to
be an issue universities have began to address
more aggressively - Boise State included.
The most recent addendum to Boise State's
smoking policy mandates that smoking is not
allowed within 30 feet of smoke-free entrances, To aid the effort, shiny new cigarette receptacles were placed optimistically around these
entrances. While I applaud the enthusiasm
and good intentions of administrators
and
others who look to abate and potentially prohibit smoking altogether on campus, I have to
object to this movement.
I am a smoker. I love to smoke, I was born
twenty years too late. Gone are the days that
one could enjoy a cigarette on a commercial
flight, at the IRS office while flIing taxes, on
buses and subways, and in every restaurant
in America. Maybe I am being too nostalgic
about what some will consider a filthy habit,
but this vice has given me much more than I
have ever given to it.
My precious Turkish blend friends have
been with me through it all. They have eased
my melancholy after deaths in the family,
calmed my nerves before job interviews and
standardized tests, and enhanced my satisfaction after great sex or a well-cooked meal. I
still cling to certain images that make me unabashed to be a smoker.
Envision actresses of the 1940s like Marlena
Deitrich, Jean Harlow, Rita Hayworth, and
Greta Garbo, their eyelids drawn, the smoke
swirling from their perfectly lips ticked mouths.
A tempting display of femininity mixed with a
wicked, masculine transgression. Lots of wellknown intellectuals, athletes, movie stars, artists, and politicians have succumbed to the
pleasure of smoking.
Imagine Picasso painting "Blue Nude",
Albert Einstein
pondering
his theories,
Babe Ruth in the dugout, General Douglas
MacArthur strategically plotting his way to the
38th parallel, Oscar Wilde scribbling furiously
with his fountain tip, and Sigmund Freud discovering the Oedipus Complex, when some
patronizing imbecile points to a "No Smoking"
sign. Call me whimsical, but I think their penchant for smoking actually lent itself to their
greatest moments. University students are the
most likely candidates to have a cigarette, and
campuses should tolerate this whether they
agree or not.
Picture Berkeley in the early 1960s, handfuls
of students huddled together in Sproul Plaza,

"right thing."
I wish nothing but future
improvements
in the quality
of educational experience for
students at Boise State. If my
departure facilitates that, so be
it: GO BRONCOS!
Greg Blaesing
Former executive director of a1ailiary services

'fhanks for the editorial
Dear Editor,
Thanks for your editorial
opinion calling for the administration to stand up and solve
the issues concerning the lack
of respect for the women on
campus.
The Blue Thunder incident
should not be swept under the
carpet. Your article encouraged me to share my opinions
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Dear Editor,
How pathetic
that Esther
Tolson ("Banning public smoking infringes upon our rights")
seems to endorse the deaths
of the 65,000 INNOCENT
Americans that die each year
because they were exposed to
killer tobacco smoke. Where
was Tolson's column. when
drinking and driving were prohibited? What about losing the
'right' to drink and drive? And I
can't build my house the way
I wish to, either, because of
building codes and other laws"

Dave Johnson
Arlington, TIC
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Have I lost another 'right' in
that case?
.
The truth is, smokers have
no more rights that the other
84 percent of Americans. There
never was and never will be any
'right' to release a myriad of
carcinogens and poisons into
the air around others. How insane to believe otherwise!
Smoking should be prohibited In ALL public places and •
workplaces. Every one of us has
a RIGHT to smoke-free air, this
having been decided by common law hundreds of years
ago. Smoke-free air is good
for people and for businesses.
Only the tobacco people and
their 'friends' continue to dispute the facts.

editor@arbiteronline.com

Advisor
CELEBRATING

with Dr. Kustra. Thanks again.

Editor-in-Chief
ANDY BENSON

smoking cigarettes and discussing Thomas
Pynchon and Jack Kerouac. Fast forward. to
Boise State in 2004, students can be found
smoking cigarettes and arguing the constitutionality of Homeland Security, or taking a
smoke break from American Lit class to reflect
on Hemingway. The times are different, but
the feeling of being free to think, free to make
choices, free to change the world in really significant ways, this is what remains constant.
If students want to puff on a cigarette before
and after a tough mid-term, a passionate class -.
lecture, or while sunning themselves and taking in some noon tunes, they should be able
to. For those students who feel like quitting,
there are tobacco cessation classes, counseling, prescription drugs, and alternative methods available to them through the Boise State
Health and Wellness Center. The trend among
college campuses to ban smoking is not about
public health and safety issues, this reasoning
is a smoke screen.
A 1999 study by the Harvard School of
Public Health contended that 27 percent of
non-commuter colleges and universities have
banned smoking everywhere. From a different
perspective, 73 percent colleges and universities still are accommodating
students who
smoke. There are many possible reasons for
this. To ban smoking entirely from these universities could stir up a segment of the population that is highly sensitive to the establishment of their privileges, students don't like
to be messed with in this manner. Perhaps
these colleges and universities have yielded to
the logic that such a movement is an obvious
waste of resources that could be used more effectively in fighting campus crime, drug use,
and other more endangering misconduct.
Smokers understand that smoking is not a
right, that it's a choice. We all have choices
though. We have a choice of whether to eat
in a restaurant, go to college, go to a bar, or
listen to an outdoor concert. When you start
mandating preferences on the basis of some
fleeting social good, it's un-American and
dangerous. If you can't understand a smoker's desire to disband her preference, maybe
this excerpt from Barbara Holland's book,
"In Defense of Naps, Martinis, Profanity, and
Other Indulges," will enlighten you, Holland
writes:
"Well, it's time someone explained. No, we
weren't attempting suicide, or deliberately
trying to stunt our unborn children or poison
the bystanders. We did it because It was fun. It
felt good. It felt good like scratching an itch, or
stretching, or biting a grain of caviar, or having your back rubbed, or taking off tight shoes.
There, I said it. Cigarettes tasted good."
So as one cigarette ad from the 1940s remarked, "Lighten up and light up."
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From The .Grateful .
Dead to Bill Cosby, the

N!~~?I~pp~~~y~,
A&EWriter

Two bands worth mention~~~t ~i::es~~y: th~::=
Junkyard Bandstand. The following is my encapsulated review of both.
'

'lWeed

PHOTO BY KRiSTA AOAM:vTHE ARBiTER

Although not technically a
blues band (they're all white),
their music stems from a bluesy
influence, crossed with Grateful
Dead rhythms, The band uses
an interesting technique; none
of their songs reach a pinnacle.
Instead-they all increase In
tempo throughout the set as a
whole. Where a band like Pink
Floyd will tease the listener by
starting to jam, but never actually rocks out, Tweed increases
their jamming throughout the
whole show. Tweed starts off
with a murky, droning opening
and rolls Into music that verges
OJ} rowdy, then ends their set by
performing at such a musically
ideal level that some major acts
can't even pull It off.
Consisting of front-man Jay
Nelson, bassist David Colcord,
and
former
Mosquitones'
drummer Rick Shodeen, the
band has been playing together
for a year and half. Though they
focus on their own song writing

~m~~~~~~
covers, Nelson cites Neil Young
to Junkyard Bandstand?
Easy.
and the Rolling Stones as some
Junkyard
Bandstand
would
of his influences.
' play the music during the tranaft~ee~~
n~~~~ fa~~~na~:
Shannon Tweed, as you might
have been thinking.
Rather,
the band's name actually originated as the result of a play in
a Scrabble game. And, if one is
so inclined to playoff the word
TWEED, you could build off the
letter 'D' to spell JUNKYARD
and win since you used all seven letters.
You would also have a setup for the next band, lunkyard
Bandstand.
The connection?
Tweed's front-man Jay Nelson
is the brother of Justin, the
stand-up
bass player from
Junkyard Bandstand.

Junkyard Bandstand
Let's say you're watching a
movie about a guy (let's call.
him Steve) who is down on his
luck. Maybe he is having problems with his girlfriend, or maybe he just got fired and found
his wife in bed with his best
friend. Now let's say that half
way through the film, Steve realizes things aren't so bad and
that life is what you make of it.
As he is driving, he sees his former employer's house, stops,
and walks up the house to make

~~o~~~~a~~ Steve walking up
Having been together for
three years, the trio consists of
singer/guitarist
Travis Ward,
stand-up bassist Justin Nelson,
and drummer Jason Ganz whose minimalist
drum setincludes only a snare, high
hat and cymbal with the base
drum.
Iunkyard Bandstand's tunes
are reminiscent
of the Tom
PettylBob Dylan sound, but
can change at the drop of a hat,
sounding more bluegrass and
country but still holding onto
a George Thoroughgood subsound.
Listing their influences as
mostly delta blues style, the
band's name is derived from
the Bill Cosby cartoon "Fat
Albert and the Junkyard Gang."
Uncompetitive
in nature,
neither band cares to take
part in-next month's Battle of
the Bands, and they're unsure
of when their next show Is.
However, it wouldn't be hard
to find out, seeing how they're
Boise natives and frequent the
local pubs and clubs.
So, look for Tweed and/or
Junkyard Bandstand at a bar
near you.

Bolso State art professor Tudor Mltrol had three pieces recently published
In the book "New American Paintings." The book featullls works of art
from winners of the Western division of the Open Studios competition.

CRYSTAL THOMAS
A&EEditor
When most of us look at
a map, it's for the sole purpose of getting from Point
A to Point B, with the least
amount of detour's. Rarely
does one think of a map as a
work of art or a metaphor for
life's Inconsistencies. If that
describes your definition of
a map, then consider' Boise'
State University art professor
Tudor Mltroi a mastermind.
Three of Mitroi's pieces
were recently published in
the book "New American
Paintings,"
which --features
works of art from winners of
the Western division of the
Open Studios competition.
Mitroi's creations involve ,an
incorporation
of different
media such as wood, photographs, paint, and of course,
maps. When I asked him how
he would describe ·his work,
he said he couldn't.
"I think you could probably
explain them yourself just as
good as I could."
I don't know about that, but
I do know Mitrol integrates a
diverse range of inspiration
and influences when creating
each brilliant piece. Born and
raised in Romania, he came to
the United States for no reason other than pure curiosity.
"I think if you're on the
other side of things, you tend
to become more curious,"
Mitroi explained.
Mitroi refers to his experiences living in Romania,
Los Angeles,
Texas
and
Massachusetts,
and admits

that each place serves as a creative force for every object he
puts together. On one piece,
four different representations
of various dimensions of life
can be found. On another,
one can make out the forms
of coastlines and geographic
locations. However, the key
ingredient is always a map.
"Maps usually have a ruler or form of measurement.
These 'dimensions stand for
accuracy, when in fact they're
very arbitrary. There's irregularity shown here, because I
don't think mat life is so regular."
Mitroi began teaching at
Boise State last fall, and is
the only Idaho artist featured
in the publication.
Out of
the hundreds of artists who
submit their work to be published, only about forty get selected. This is the second time
Mitroi has been featured in
"New American Paintings."
When I asked how he liked
Boise so far, he said he was
thrilled to be here at a time
when the art department is
doing exciting things, and he
plans to stick around for as
long as possible.
Some of Mitroi's works
are featured
in the Art
Department's
faculty exhibition "Zero Zero 4," located bolli in llie Uberal Arts
Building and the Hemingway
Center. The exhibit will be
open
until
February
13.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. - 6
p.m., and Saturday, 12 p.m.
-Sp.m.

A shark attack never felt so good
CRYSTAL THOMAS
A&EEditor
One of the things I love most
about my job - the press kits
that continually flow into my
office, complete with free cds.
Fortunately, most of them are
produced by talented musicians
and I feel lucky to get a sneak
preview. I feel even luckier when
I get to see those bands live, as
was the case with StingShark last
Thursday at llie Pi.
StingShark is a "mutant mix
of rock, reggae, and soul," as
their publicist explained to me.
Sounds dubious and a little too
postmodern at first, doesn't it?
But to credit llie Seattle band,
lliey pull it off nicely.
The moment I realized I liked
StingShark was when I was listening to llie track "Dancehall,"
where lliey bring everything I
like about the rock, reggae, and
soul genres into one song. This
tune is also one of llie band's
most notorious.
While at llie Pi, I had a little
,::hat willi Larry Steiner, vocalist,
while he sipped a Shama-Lama-

Ding-Dong and I got a high off
his energy. I was told that Brian
Ray, the lead vocalist and guitarist who titled the band with
his own nickname, StingShark,
brought the members together
a little over a year ago. When I
asked Steiner who his own musical Influences were, he explained
that it was probably Ray himself.
"Brian's just so laid back and
cool with everything and everyone, but he's ambitious and
driven at the same time. And
you know, I don't know anyfuing
about'music.
I just grab a mic
and rock out and he totally lets
me. I'm like, llie hard core rock
guy of the group,"
As I watched llie band through
llie first set, Steiner proved his
rock star abilities by jumping all
over llie stage, wailing as lliough
the club wasn't completely empty.
Mike Birenbaum, keyboardist, often stole llie show willi
his smooth mixes throughout
llie evening. When he wasn't
in llie limelight, it was Failli
on llie drums or Bob Lovelace
on llie bass. Allliough a total of

five members were present that
night, Steiner explained mat
lliey are actually a seven-piece
band.
"Yeah our other two guys
couldn't make it, but there's usually seven and sometimes eight. I
dunno, we just deal with whatever and It's totally cool. We have
a guy that plays the saxophone
and another one that knows the
trumpet pretty good."
If anything, StingShark does an
excellent job of bringing togellier
every musical influences held by
each band member. Of course,
lliere's' llie occasional cover of
Bob Marley, but StingShark has
a definite sound of its own invention.
Willi over a hundred gigs a
year, I asked Steiner if llie band
was looking for llie big time.
"We're looking for me good
time. I've known a lot of seemingly successful guys and lliey're
dead. Yeah, we're just looking for
llie good time,"
Look for the good time willi
StingShark's
album,
"A.KA.
Sting Fu."

Boise to become must-stop for hip-hop
DANAKA OUVER
A&EWriter
Byron
Wagner,
CEO of
SYDEFX Entertainment, sits in
front of an MPC 4000, programming an infectious beat willi
a cloud of smoke lingering in
the air around Will. Originally
out of Los Angeles, he seems
at home putting in work at llie
studio here in our little city.
Danaka Oliver: So why have
you gone from Los Angeles to
Boise if you are trying to make it
in the music biz?
Bryon Wagner: I first came
to Boise in 2001 while working
on the Snoop Dogg Puff Puff
Pass tour. When I got to Boise
I saw llie potential for hip-hop
to tl1rive here, so I made some
contacts and came back.
DO: Now that you're here
what do you plan on doing?
BW: I'm going to create a

DO: How long have you been
hip-hop empire and put. Boise
in the rap game?
on llie hip-hop map!
BW: Since I was sixteen, man.
DO: Empire is a pretty strong
I started off as a DJ and llien beword!
came a producer.
I did body
BW: It is, and that's llie point.
guard work for a while too.
That is just what I'm building.
DO: Did you protect anybody
Like what Dame Dash did for
Roc-A-Fella. I'm following in famous?
BW: Yea.'l, people like Jay Z,
Ws footsteps.
DO: What have you done so Snoop, DMX, Xibit, Kurrupt and
Daz, some actors, you know,
far towards building tllis empire
and numerous olliers.
of yours?
DO: Daaaaaym, can you get
BW: I put togellier a rap
me an autograph?
group called the SYDEFX Crew
BW: [laughs and nods]
and I have recruited an R&B
DO: So tell me, what can we
singer. They have opened up for
expect from you and the SYDEFX
some major acts and done perCrew this year?
formances here and in Seattle.
BW: Big thangs! We bringin'
I've brought in major artists to
heat out of 'B-town.'
We're
perform, done Wp-hop fashion
planning to do, a lot of tl1ings
shows, etc., and we've started
like barbeques,
pool parties,
work on our first album.
concerts, car shows,. release
DO: So basically you're just
a CD, listening parties... You
doing what it takes to make
sure you get your label off the know, bring a little LA flavor
to Boise but give Boise its own
ground?
flavor.
BW: Yep. [Smiles]
1772 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, 10 83702
(208)333-2566
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Dr. Drew,
I have often fantasized
about having a threesome
with my girlfriend and her
sister but the very idea seems
to freak out my girlfriend.
The idea of a threesome is not
the problem, but the idea of
adding her sister seems to be
the break down area. I don't
understand this because just
watching her with her sister
seems to be like two hot kittens looking to rub the sweat
of the planet. Please help
me ...
HotforSis
Hot Cor Sis,
Familles are there to help,
console, love and share. We
share our pain, pride, and
accomplishments with them
- they're not the people we
have mad, ravishing, sweaty
sex with. How would you feel
if she barges in the front door
one night with your brother
and proceeds to describe
where she wants to smear
chocolate and spray the whip
cream?
Since you say that your
girlfriend is not opposed to
llie idea of inviting someone
else in your bed and IF that is
the case, then it is a fantasy
that can be semi-fulfilled.
You need only find a willing
participant mat you both can
enjoy. In order to do that, all
you need to do is place an ad
in me personals and see who
answers (I do not guarantee
results). The ad should read
something like this: "Couple
looking for attractive female
for menage a trois .. ," and
add the certain characteristics you are seeking (When
searching, remember
that
there are thousands of diseases. Don't be afraid to ask
for recent medical records
insuring
your
partners'
cleanliness. And always wrap
your python.).
You are not the only man
out there willi mese desires.
I spoke with male friends
that agree willi the same
llioughts you are experiencing. They, on llie ollier hand,
.say lliey are not bold enough
to ask llieir partners to consider a tryst wim sis. Afraid
to get their balls in a ringer,
they opt to 'shop' for a sister-look-aIlke, williout their
partner knowing llieir desire
for incest-by-one-degree-ofseperation.
Keep in mind that along
with the fun of a menage a
trois comes me repercussions. There is a large possibility mat reality cannot
Imatch your wet dreams from
last night. Watching your sex
kitten get it on willi someone
else may not be easy and can
tend to make partners jealous. What if afterwards, she
Is not fulfilled by what you
give her and suddenly needs
more llian you can offer in
llie sack?
No matter how hard you
try, llie "tryst willi sis" fantasy won't happen. Instead,
you will end up alone, cuddling willi your pillow and
unfulfilled dreams. The hot
sister is not worth losing me
girlfriend over. Don't be discouraged on the Idea of having a threesome, just lose the
idea of getting your girlfriend
and her sister under llie same
set of sheets.
Williout Sisterly Lust,
Dr. Drew
Have a sexual dilemma?
Send your topics or questions
to bsudrdrew@yahoo.com to
appear in the next issue of the

a-Zone.
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asts clinch second

victory of the season

,

, i
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,

when she slipped off the edge
of a mat in practice this week.
She Is expected to return for
The Bronco gynmastics team . the Denver meet this upcomis movin' on up • now 2-2 on ing weekend.
In all around competition
the season - after beating the
Washington Huskies with a Ward came in second with a
score of 195.45 Friday night in score of 39.3 and Junior Carla
Chambers came in third scorthe Pavilion. The Huskies lost
ing a 39.225. Washington's
the team competition
with
came in
194.875, but placed first in all Carly Dockendorf
first with a score of 39.45. On
of the individual events.
vault the Broncos scored a
The Broncos began the sea48.725 and the Huskies scored
son focused on improving their
a 48.6. Washington's Pritchard
team performances and have
took first with a 9.875 and
made progress to accomplish
McDonald placed second with
that goal.
Coach Sandmire
a 9.825. Broncos Chambers,
said that she thought that the
Kristin Aldrich, and Ward tied
team did a little better against
the Huskies this week even .with a 9.8 for third place.
Aldrich told Sandmire
at
though they scored higher last
the beginning of the meet
week against Utah.
that she wanted Implement
"Everyone did their best,
athletes will do whatever Is a full twist into her vault routine. This routine was a layout
expected of them," Sandmire
Yurchenko, which consists of
said. On bars, Washington's
a round-off onto the board, a
Emily Pritchard came in first
backhand-spring
on the vault
place with a score of 9.95 and
table, followed by a push off
Kelly McDonald in third with
with the hands, then a one and
a 9.9. Bronco Lindsey Ward
placed second with a 9.925. a half flip. Aldrich added a full
twist to a stretch position and
The Huskies carne out on top
scored a 9.8. The start value of a
in the bar event with a score
stretch vault without a twist Is a
of 49.225 and the Broncos
9.8 and with a full twist the start
finished with a 49.175. With
Kea Cuaresma out due to a value is a 10. Sandmire said she
sprained ankle, the Broncos re- was excited that Aldrich took
ally needed someone to step it charge and attempted the new
vault routine.
up in the bar competition, and
The Broncos continue to imMegan Andrews was just the
prove, counting only one fall
Bronco to do it. Andrews took
on beam.
Cuaresma's
spot and came
"We still haven't completely
through for the Broncos scorpeaked on beam, but we atinga9.925.
tacked strong," sald Sandmire.
Coach Sandmire said that
Both
the
Broncos
and
her
determination
to fill
Huskies scored 48.5 on beam.
Cuaresma's shoes was a real
Washington's McDonald and
highlight for the team.
Molly Seaman tied for first
"Her performance was pheplace with a 9.925. Bronco
nomenal," said Sandmire.
Carla Chambers and Husky
Cuaresma rolled her ankle
BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter

,
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Senior guard Booker Nabors chipped in 10 points In Boise State's 80-69 win over
WACrival Rice Saturday afternoon at the Pavilion.

Broncos
from page 1

.

practicing zone defense," said
Graham.
"I'm happy to .see
them doing well at it."
The Broncos knew going into
Saturday's game that they'd be
forced to play tough defense.
The last time the two teams
played, Rice's 'big guys' J.R.
Harrison and Michael Harris
dominated the game.
"We had the same game plan
going into today," Haynes said.
"We just knew we had to cut
.down on the two big guys."
That's
exactly
what
the
Broncos did. Their strong defensive effort forced both Harris
and Harrison into early foul
trouble, and limited Harrison to
only six points. Jason McKrieth
kept the team alive with 25
points.
However, the mood in the
Pavilion plummeted at the end
of the second half, when the
Broncos lost one of their leading

scorers. The 6,001 Bronco fans
were stunned as they watched
Blackburn run off of the court
holding his left arm. Blackburn
had been intentionally fouled
by Rice's Jason Mckrieth, caus- ing his left shoulder to pop out
of place.
"Iermaine had 22 points today, he kept us going," Graham
said. "To lose a player like that is
a blg dent."
The team is uncertain of just
how long they will be without
Blackburn, but they expect all
of the players to step up in the
games ahead.
"We never have one player
step it up, everybody steps in,"
Haynes said .. "We're going to
be on the road the next couple
of weeks, and we need everybody."
The Broncos only have six
games left, and hope they can
continue their winning cycle.
Their next two games will be
away as they face Nevada on
Thursday night and then travel
to Fresno State on Saturday.

Once again the : Treasure
Valley was home to oneof the
premier competitions
in collegiate track and field. Abby
Elsberry continued
her brilliant season Saturday at the
United Heritage Invitational at
Jackson's Track, destroying her
own Boise State school record
by more than three feet in the
weight throw, Her performance
helped the women's side amass
four victories, along with one for
the men's side. Elsberry's winning throw of67'11" was also an
NCAA automatic qualifier.
Strong performances by visiting teams also helped palish Southwest Idaho's growing
reputation as host to high-caliber competition. The numberone ranked LSU women's team
demonstrated
that Jackson's
Track at the Idaho Center has
becoming a hot bed this season.
"There's no question why they
(LSD) are where they are. They
have this great speed," said BSU
head coach Mike Maynard.
Along with
LSU, Baylor
University brought their top
athletes to compete against
the likes of Stanford, Oregon,
Arizona State, Cal Berkeley and
UCLA. Four of the top 25 men's
teams in the nation competed,
including BSU, ranked 22nd by
the IAAF. Fans witnessed fivetime national champion Mira
Lee of LSU make her season debut win the women's 200-meter
dash with a time of 21.30 seconds. Along with her impressive
showing,
unattached
weight
tflrower Libor Charfreitag of
SMU set a world leading mark
of80'3".

BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
The Bronco tennis team was
put to the test Thursday during competition at the Men's
NationallndoorChampionship
in Seattle. Boise State couldn't
get things going as they
dropped all three matches, first
to Baylor Thursday, 4-0, then
Washington
early Saturday
morning,
4-0, and finally
Kentucky Saturday night 4-0.
Despite the losses, head
coach Greg Patton remains
positive about the experience.
"We got a lot out of it:' said
Patton after the final match
with Kentucky. "We are withstanding great winds playing
such good teams. The stronger the winds, the stronger the
tree."
Coming into the tournament, Baylor was ranked second in the nation. They have
four players ranked in the
top 100 as singles, Including Benedikt Dorsch, who is
ranked third, and Benjamin
Becker, ranked
fifth. The
Broncos' top two players were
defeated in straight sets after pitted against an incredible Baylor tandem. Dorsch
knocked off BSU's Guillaume
Bouvier, ranked 41't, 6-1, 6-2,
and Becker beat Matias Silva,
ranked 66th, 6-3, 6-3.
The most heated matches
came in doubles competition,
as the two finishing matches
came to a tic-breaker. Dorch
and Reiner Neurohr took the
tie-breaker
and pulled off
an 8-6 victory over Bouvier
and Thomas Schoek, the 44'h
ranked doubles team. Silva
and Mahmoud Rezk shared the
same fate, as they also fell in
the tie-breaker to a team comprised of two players ranked in
the top 100 in singles, Matija

Forest Braden collected the
lone Bronco win for the fnen's
side in the mile. Forest ran a
meet best 4:09. On the women's
side for tlle Broncos, Miruna
Mataoanu
once again went
home with the top mark in the
high jump. She posted a 5'8"
jump, as Shaylynn Yost finished
right behind her with a mark
of 5'7". Becky Ward and Aree
Stone finished one-two in the
women's mile run with times of
5:00 and 5:03. Finishing off the
wins for the Broncos was Kayla
Christensen
in the women's
3000-meter run with a time of
10:15.
"This was a good meet for us.
We are holding our own. Nobody
feels they can come here and
blow us out, These Broncos
are running." Maynard said.
Oilier athletes also recorded impressive times and finishes. AllAmerican triple jumper Kenny
Johnson competed against three
of the top 10 competitors in the
nation. He finished the day at
fourth place, just under three
feet behind the winner Lejuan
Simon of LSU. The Broncos
saw three men's sprinters finish
in the top 12 in the 200-meter
dash Saturday. Wiili their posted times, Ray Ardill, Antoine
Echols and Andre Summers
will place themselves one, three
and four in the Western Athletic
Conference,
The Broncos will tune up one
more time next weekend as
they host the Holiday Inn Team
Invitational at Jackson's Track.
The meet will be the first team
competition of the season for
the Broncos, and the final invitational before ilie WAC championship at Jackson's Track on
February 26lh•

Zgaga (95tl') and Ivor Lovrak
(79th).
Next up was the ll'h ranked
Washington Huskies, who lost
to Mississippi (7th) in the first
round. The match did not start
until after midnight Friday
night, and the teams played
until around 2:30 Saturday
morning.
"That movie Sleepless in
Seattle -says it all. Tonight is
the first night we've been back
before midnight," said coach
Patton about the late matches.
"It's like an episode of Survivor
trying to get through the weekend."
Washington also has their.
share of top 100 players.
Bouvier's challenge this time
was UW's Alex Vlaski, ranked
number two in singles. Bouvier
lost again in strait sets, 6-2, 6-2.
Next came Silva who also had a
tough draw in Alex Slovic (53).
Silva also fell in strait sets, 62,6-4.
The other
two matches
played were also losses in
straight sets for BSU. Klemann
lost the first set 6-3 and saw the
second set slip out of his fingers as he lost the tic-breaker
and fell victim to a 7-6 loss
at the hands of Washington's
Daniel Chu. The same happened during the first set to
BSU's James Ludlow, as he
was beaten in the tic-breaker
and then lost the second set
6-3. Doubles were not played
since the match was decided
after singles play and due to
the late hour.
The last match of the weekend came Saturday
night
against lOlh ranked Kentucky.
Bouvier faced off against a top
20 opponent for the third time
in 16th rartked Jesse Witten.
Bouvier held his own, but the
match did not finish before
the Wildcats picked up the 4·0

$20 Adjustment for BSU
Students & Employees.
We also work w/student
health insurance.
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Carly Dockendorf tied for third
witll9.875.
On floor the Broncos continue to perform with graceful
precision, scoring a 49.05 to
win the team race. Husky B.J.
Das was injured during her
floor routine, which resulted In
a team score of 48.3. Teammate
Dockendorf placed first in the
floor competition and Broncos
Kristin Gaare and Ward tied for
second place with 9.875.
, As a result ofteam focus, the
Broncos' hit percentage
increased. Coach Sandmire said
that this squad is one of the

best she has had In the last 10
years.
"Their work ethic and their
mental and physical strength
continue to drive the Broncos
to top themselves in each competition.
When you believe
in the philosophy of the program, the team does well," said
Sandmire.
Even Washington's
head
coach Bob Levesque had to
compliment Sandmire and the
Broncos, telling Sandmire at
the end of the meet, "you guys
arc good."

Tennis coach remains optimistic, despite losses

Track takes five versus nation's best
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
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win. The three singles matches that were finished found
the Bronco players losing in
straight sets: Evan Austin (81l
UK, def. Silva 6-2, 6-3; Nate
Emge, UK, def. Rezk, BSU, 62, 6-3; and Alex Hume, UK, def.
Ludlow, BSU, 6-3, 6-4.
In doubles, BSU played well
but lost close matches. Witten
and Rahim Esmail, UK, def.

Bouvier/Schoeck,
BSU, 8-4,
and Austin and Hume, UK, def.
Klemann and Ludlow, BSU,
8-6.
The Broncos plan on chalking this weekend up as a learning experience, as they prepare
for their home court advantage
next week.
They play host
to Oregon on Feb. 13th and
Furman on Feb. 15th.

746 W. Main St
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388-1900

WE DEUVERI

Don't surrender
to HUNGERlII _
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m.

Man-Thurs. 11-4a.m. FrilSat
Noon-30.m. SUndoy
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering

a

•

"Come sit in our hot tubs
-after hitting the slopes!"
OUR HOURS ARE:
9AM - 9PM: MON-THURS
9AM _ 10PM: FRI-SAT
1P.M- 8PM: SUNDAY

Reservations:
2405 Bogus Basin Rd.
Call

:333-8827
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Arbiter classified adVertisements are free tlistud~.
To place an ad call 345-8204 x100 or colTW to~
office
. at 1605 University Drive (across from the S.~.8)
. ",~
"

CEDBis 8cteptiDg
. EGGDONORS
student applications for
NEEDEDI
Compensation $3500+.
the MLKlMmdith Bums
community service $1000
Bright, Attractive and
scholarship. Apps due
Healthy. For more Info,
March 1st. All students
ca11949-940-9163 or
are eligible. Awarded to
email: baby-miraclesED
@ao!.com or visit: '
student who has done
the most university/
www.baby-miracles.com
community service.

King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866·7476

3 bdrm 2 bath house.
1401 Grant. WID,
DIW included. Yard
w/sprinklers. $695/mo.
$500 deposit. 484-2469

Female roommate
wanted to share 2
bedroom apartment.
$250/mo. + util. WID.
484-6462.

EGG DONORS
(oherry sleigh bed.
NEEDED. 4000+ Are
Solid wood. New-in-box.
you a female between the.,
.. ' .
.'
Value $850, sacrifice
ages of21-29? C?~. t?
:lJl\rtY·i40D
$295. Call888-1464
C~t Egg Donation IS
iq.,ElI:eel1~t Condition,'
' ..".. .'
.
looking for don?rs. We
needS motor. Make me an, Italian leather couch
are ~WllYS see~~ donors :Q1fer. '283-4334
. and loveseat for salel
of different ethnicI~~;r.~:.:\ :i,'.: '\,: ':!
l..
'.... BraD-dnew, still in plastic.
but current1~ hav~
Retail $2450, sacrifice
demand ~or mtelhgliPti;'l}f,.;~N~
~oo
~.
$89~. Call 888-1464
blond hair, blu~ ey~~
::.~~OO/o~o 342-3484, .'."
. ,;,: •
b;tween ~e height ~hJ'~):"<):!iV:'j',. ',: ',;
.M!'ttre~sS~t, Full Size
~ 5 and ~ 11. For 1l1~.l;::.:')9~~ToyotiCorolla
Brand New m package.
mformation~ pleas~,I~$(9f':»(wagQIt~,II'j7K: 5'speed.
Sacrifice $99. Call
to our website at .!".::
,:~l;lris'~e!!.:&i)J.nebody
. 866-7476
~.coasttocoaste.8Scltl~:
'·'worK. $600. 426-2858
.... .:»
.
tlOn.com or calI20~~34-.[
."lJti38~2195.· . .
"Qu~n pillow toP.m.attress
9774 andask for Tliltl~; ': \"
set. Brand new, still m
, ,'
1997 PontilicGnmd~
plastic. Must sell $159 ..
. ASBSU prov~rl0n
4 Door,red.Auto,A,ir,Pwr
Can deliver, 866-7476
FREE ATTORNEY
, windows, locks, dooIs.
CONSuUrATIoNS
5-Plece Cherry Bedroom
, $25OO/obo 283-4334 '
,
426·1440
set. Brand-new in box.
.""i"
Retail $1450, sacrifice
with a looal ' '. . ,2000. Toyota Cellea
$395. Call 888-1464
, private lawyer tor,:.' ". ,J'TS. Low mileage, 20K.
most legal problefuil', .. "'Ne",V~atpet arid cargo'. ,
,. MlnlRefrlg~rator
for
you may have, lnolul1lng . n'et.'Suiuoof, ABS, AlT.
sale. $50 Call 284-3771,
dlvoroe/ram1ly\~
$13995 obo. 841-5349
ask for Kat

/l:; :>~?69

Responsible F to share
3bd!2ba apt. $283/mo. +
1/3 uti!. Call 376-7134

Room AvaUable kitchenette and full bath, .
female. non-smoker, no
pets, S3OG/mo. all utilities
included. Near Orchard
and Overland. Available
immediately. Call 377-11586

3Bd12Ba ToWII-bome, in
SE Boise. All new app!.
Wood flp, cable in all
rooms, dual phone lines.
$99,000283-4334

~odY.

LG 2 bdrm, cozy.
fireplace, balcony,
secluded old SE Boise.
Walk to BSU. $675.
384-0599

SeD it In the Arbiter.
Free Classifieds for
Students. Call 345-S204.

">.' . . ~
a."~~\~:['"~H75BmviOo2
O,ue.. ,.'

Room for rent. One
block from BSU. NS W/
D. Free parking, Utilities
paid. $245/mo. + deposit.
344-4430/867-9635

art~.:

CAREER
RESOURCES Can help
with: Resumes, career
and interview coaching,
interest testing, 10 years
experience. Call 8672122 or email
marciak1@ao!.com

t

Clean 2biIll ba
townhouse near BSU
includes wId. dlw, some
util, swimming pool &
groUnds keepking. No
smoke/pets, $550/mo,
+ $225/dep. 938-9598

>:

'0

landlord probienis
oh1ldoustody and' .
oh1ldsuppor4::'~
. oolleotlon and dppt
problems
. personal iJijUI'y and
Insuranoe
workmen's oompensatlon
olalms '
DUI/orlmlnal

)

\ ••

\
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2001 OIds Alero GL
Silver, 4Dr, ExceUent
Condo $8900/0bo. Call
. 860"7854

We're New & We Need
You! We're looking for
people interested in a
ground-floor business
opportunity representing
The Body Shop products.
The Body Shop cl!lTently
operates in 49 countries,
24 languages and 12 time
zones. Be a socially
responsible entrepreneur,
Enjoy a lucrative income
based on your efforts.
To Learn More Contact:
Melissa 461-3861 or
www,bodyshophome~
msn.com

2 Stanton Direct Drive
turntables. Fair condition.
Great for beginner DJs.
$100. CaU Pat 344-1640.

2003 Harley Davidson
Sportster Hugger. 100
anniversary. Many extras,
$6900 obo. 794-8923.

John Mayer Tickets,
Feb 17th. Paid $70, will
sell for $50. 861-9304

Trainees

Bartenders
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-2933985 ext 223

1

BroncoJobs

Mothers and Others,
Stay home, lose weight,
make money. Lose 2-8
Pounds every week.
For Info email:
ju1ieshealthmart~yahoo
,com or caU 1-888-6580590

$335 STUDIO for rent off
Roosevelt. A place to caU
your own. Private, clean,
quiet. Storage shed & patio
included. 333-0066

lLlSTENTOI
Andres and Hoglund
In The Night
www.andreman.com

.DiM."'••

DESIGN YOURQWN
SCHE~iJL.E

Part-time nanny
waoted 3-4 days/week,
4-5 hours/day, Flexible
schedule. P~ydepends on
experience. '94 f ·3399

Lookingjor:Jobs

EVEHIHIl and WEEKEND
HOURS ,AVAILABLE

while you area
student,
Career
Opportunities,
or
Internships?

We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 20-40 houre
per week.
• Paid training

Make $$$ taking online
surveys. Earn $10-$125
for Surveys. Earn $25$250 for Focus Groups,
www.cashestudents.corn/
idbsu

• c.,uaJ environment
• Ae ..lble achedul,

$8.00
I hr
Please call for
more Informetlon

Want to spend the
summer getting
PAID to PLAY in the

outdoors?
The Girl :;OOUlS of Silver
Sage COUli:ilarelooking for
cncrgetic, positiye people ~o
work at one of 3 summer
camps located in Idaho,
serving girls ages 6-18, Jobs
range from counselors, food
assistants,program
coordinatol'll, lifeguards and
more! For more
infonnation or to request an
application packct, please .
contact Maria @
800.846.0079, ext. III or@
mpclayo@girlscouts-ssC.org
or by fax @ 208.377-05°4-

I
I'

FT/PTOpenings
Flexible Schedules
Creat Resume Exp.
$12. guar. baso-appl.
Customer Sales/Sel'lice
No expo Nocossary!We Train
. . Scholarships Possible

with an Arbiter
Valentine Classified

2x2 ads ani $10 and

345·8204,

OffiJmIID~

I

lel~iX"IbsdM,.+iIeyoo~39d<r,osa)UZ1
·'5276.00 ptJ' moolh
·lbll1lDli1krdS200/mo
• 10,000 SluIm lalIls Rc!Df
--plus: --lid pcid $22O.00bhlll1llweoJanl
ptJ'moolhllX1'l1llmtYdllhl
WIlhmt IIaIird &mI
Additional Signing Bonn
_
$3000 - $8000
_

.~

tI"

Sat! ~
"1~ 110:« II
will appear in the
Feb 12th issue,
To order, call

~illTIJIIlli

College Benem, Include:
New 2bd12.5 bath w/2 car
garage for rent. Near BSU,
wId included. 724-2465

,

863-3516 or373-7218

4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

:~JbNstuDENTS
EMPLOYED BY BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY AND
,d.:>\""
. 'MING"EXEMPT"
FROM INCOME TAX WITHOLDING
. ',anexemptlonfromincome
tax witholding on theirW-4need to file a newW-4 to continue to be exempt from
~llqIaimed.exempt
for 2003, and want to continue to be exempt in 2004, a W-4 for2004 needs to be received in
., iW;I,)ClyrQ~office,(Administration Building Room 218) by February 15,'2004. If a W-4 for 2004 (claiming exempt) is
.,Ji~~thJ.1~:\d:atthe single rate with zero holding allowances. This will take effect with the February 27th paycheck.
income taxes on your W-4 for 2003, your witholding allowances will remain the same.

·:.~l,zPnfe~~lI1Ptfrom

:'4:porihsare,aVallableinHuman
Resource Services (Administration Building room 218).
questions, please call Payroll Services at 426-3433 or 426-3739.

·····';Sl1bU1cfyouhave

Kiclcill Jit up
rightnixt

DILBERT·

I FINISHED THE PROTOTYPE FOR THE WIRELESS
HASSOCK-BUDDY.

a notch. ill Downtown B(JMe
()oor(o, Ola Chicago •.
IT USESGPS NAVIGATION TO STALK ITS
OWNER AND DEMAND
THAT HE REST HIS
FEET.

TODAY I LEARNED TO
AVOID THE WORDS
"STALK· AND "AAAGH"'
IN MY POWERPOINT
PRESENTATIONS.

\.....

H()R()S(XJ:eES-, -' .'~-ByUnda C. Black
.1fibune Media Services

Cancer (June 22-July22)
Today is a 6 -Your taste Is excellent In
fact, Itmay be beyond your budget Luckilyyou're quite talented. Or at least you
Will be with aUttle practice.

Sasdttarius(Nov.22-Dec.21)
'lb<lay is an 8 - A recent test won't keep
you down for long. Don't fret if you don't
ace it SUnshine is coming throitgh all
those clouds that were over your 'head.

enousdl set aside for a fabulous rendezvous.lfJ!lu already know whom you want
to beWltb. get him or her to help. Or, if
you gt! simply to learn, the oddS will be
goo<1 that you'll find a marvelous tutor.

Leo (JuIy23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - The next step requires
some study on your part, whim ought .
to be fascinating. Your partner is alsO
yo~
Pay attention and you'D learn

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Thdayis a 5 - Using your brains and your
common sense, you can achieve a goal
This isn't easy; but you haVe a good opportunity now, so grab it
'

Arlesa"~~an'-'8.2~
'
__
,-Ag?le· hlelp9looffaa'good
__ ,_
Thd
Ulitof:r~~~asingdeclsfon.~~
tlike the tinie to do the reSearch yourselt:
\'Uuitalerits are needed elsewhere.

qw.

Today'll Blrthday (Feb. 9).Worlduud and
save as much as you can, with a trip as
your reward. Inautumn you shoulil have

~U\PrIl20-May20)
1bdaYIs'tel,.Thenextfewdaysshouldbe
pret:tY gbod for aeative and artIstiCI' obs. If
you ~on
a tough project and do t wel1,

'.'

-

=~~~~YO~b~mili'
be flexible. You'll have to inake a lot of'
changeS: You haven't settled into arou-.
tinen.yet,
butmoneyshould
start coming
soo

'"

ACROSS
1 Sushi delicacy
4 Wine stoppers
9 Story so far,
briefly
, 14 Healthy retreat
15 Farewell. Yves
16 Wear away
17 Intention
18 Plastics base
19 Silent performer
20 Annual chore
23 Dunce's perch
24 Tilt to one side
25 Talk baby talk
26 Snow mover
27 Takes aback
29 Marsh bird
30 Strong desire
31 Wound cover
32 Infamous shoecollector'
34 Inert gas
35 Geek
36 Part of USPS
39 Befuddled
40 Sch.org ..
43 Solemn'
affirmation
44 On On9'Stoes
46 Reposed
47 Slalom
48 Puccini tune
49 Disinfectant
targets
50 Having one's
ship come in
54 Blunder
55 Soundtrack
56 Short jaunt
58Lookafter
59 Actress Davis
60 Pipe around a
corner
.
61 Four-door auto
62 City on the
ORuhr
63 Swine pen

easier. Ifyoti bilild'up head of steam,
you'll coast alotfarther.
nI __
ro..... l9-·
·i~"':""20~
.
r....,.".,........ .>-y.

I

Thdaylsa6-Itlitlnietostopargulng
".
and get doWn fubuslness. Compromise
and pool yo~i'es!>urces. You can get
somethirigthatWolb
well for~liboth.
Respectano~pe,rson'scoDSlderations.
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An rlgh1ll .... ..,ed.

9 Post fresh
troops
10 Actress Moran
11 Funny
12 Lymphoid tissue
13 Trelliswork
passageway
21 Ticket Info
22 Least
challenging
23 Secret agent
27 Peter of "Bosom
Buddies"
28 Earth tone
29 Checkers side
31 Adriatic or
Caspian
33 A·Team
member
DOWN
34 Final degree
1 NASA partner
35
And
al5On01
2 Leiter from Paul
36 Have
3 Broad satire
37 Grown acorn
4 Raise trivial
38' Mixed
objections
39 Associations of·
5 Valhalla leader
teams
6 Wedding token
dry
. 7 Private lloclety . 40 ~es
41 "The Treasure of
8 Morose

"~~=~=c:~'==
'..AquarlusOan.;ID-Feb.18)

Ubra (Sept.23-oct. 22)·
'Ibdayis an8 - After initial.' 1.tre,Pi. dations. you
Y9ur statUS willinaease.
should beable to see the Path ahead clearly'
'.. "t' '.. "
enoughtoinaeaseyourSpeedand~
Geu1Inl (May21-June21)
achieVe~goaL
In othei'
1Od8vL<iariB.YOUshouldbe. feeling. a ._.'
Whereyou'regolng,andwhenyou'resure
(c) 2004, 'l"RIB'UNEMErnASERVICFSING.
HttJe&etretilsthedayprogresses.YoUaboutyourdiIectlOn.ldcldntoOverdrlve.
Di$trlbutedOyl~-'JightRidderl
Intt1ltlvelYwilhmdersfand
thebestcourse
.
..
'....
'lHbuneInjbrmatioiJ Services.
ofaetion to take. FollowahWlch, a
SC;orplo(Oct.23-Nov.21l..
.
:,:,:;.'
".
....~
f9\il1de4gqeils;orboth.Lovelsyour
. ''IbdliVL<ia5-Gather~onfrom'
. ,':"".'::.
..'
-frfgrulsand1JOl1derttMermu~muU.ed,
... )""""
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of the World
the Sierra
49 React to a bad
Madre" co-star
42-Ques. response
45 Reporter's pay .51~-'lt .•.•
52~otMarch
scale .
53 FOrK IlOInt ...' .'
46 Floral foop
5t Oril.lble 01iei
48 RubberC8pltal
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